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Disclaimer: “This document has been prepared in the context of SMEmPower Efficiency
project, funded by the EU Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the
Grant Agreement No 847132. This document reflects only the authors’ views and the Agency
and the Commission are not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it
contains.”

Introduction
This document is a guide on how to use the online version of the Energy analytics, Monitoring and
Targeting (M&T) and Monitoring and Verification (M&V) tools that were developed in the context of
SMEmPower Efficiency Project. In order to access the tools, a member account is required.
Registration is free.The scope of the online tool is to allow energy managers and engineers to
visualize energy consumption measurements, identify and explain increased energy readings, create
scenarios of reduced energy consumption (i.e., monitor and target), and finally verify the results by
uploading measurements after the energy saving measures that have been employed.
The above procedure is done in three steps: 1) Upload data manually or using the automatic template
uploader, inspect and verify the data, 2) Use the M&T tool to create an energy saving scenario that
can be employed in an SME, 3) Upload the measurements after the energy saving scenario has been
implemented and verify the results.

Energy analytics tool
•

After logging in, navigate to the “Results” menu and select “SMEmPower Tools” and then
“Online Tools”:

•

By default, you will be redirected to the locations subtab of the energy analytics tool.
Uploaded measurements are stored in locations. Users may have up to 5 locations per
account. Locations can be renamed but cannot be deleted. The content of each Location
could be overwritten with new data, e.g. an existent loacation is desired to be erased by the
database and be substituted by a new one.
Type a location name and click “add”

•
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•
•

The location is now stored and should be visible.
Select the second sub-tab “Upload consumption Data”. Either using the data uploader or the
manual logger add the available electrical and/or fossil energy consumption data.
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•

In order to upload data using the excel or csv templates, the data must follow the following
format:

•

Select the third sub-tab “Upload production data”. Either using the data uploader or the
manual logger, add the available aggregated production data.
To visualize and inspect the data, navigate to the “Measurement graphs” and “Aggregated
graphs” sub-tabs.

•

M&T Tool
Select the second tab “Monitoring & Targeting”. Take the following steps:
1. Select the Energy type that the tool will target.
2. Select the time period of the data that will be used by the M&T tool and click “Update Data”.
These data are considered as the base case period in your analysis.
3. Select “automatic optimization targeting”.
4. Inspect the table that is automatically generated. The “Real input data” column is divided
into three columns (i.e., 1,2 and 3). The first and second one contain data that were directly
taken from the data previously uploaded in the “energy analytics” tab. The third one contains
the ratio of the power that was consumed to produce one piece in any unit. The “Optimized
data” column is divided into three columns (i.e., 4,5 and 6). The fourth column contains similar
data to the first one. The fifth column is the core of the tool, it contains a reduced energy
scenario, which depends on the value of the cell “Target trend transposition coefficient (Tc)”.
The sixth column corresponds to the third one. Finally, in the “Potential estimated energy
savings” the savings of the generated scenario based on the value of the coefficient are
generated.
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5. Change the value of the cell “Target trend transposition coefficient (Tc)” while keeping the
value between the limits generated to the left. Inspect the newly generated scenario. Change
the value of the coefficient until a realistic scenario has been achieved.
6. Manual energy targeting is available. Deselect “automatic optimization targeting” and in the
newly generated column add the “%” that the energy is targeted to be reduced by.
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7. For all the different energy saving scenarios that are tested, observe the graphs that are
generated below the table of the monitoring and targeting tool. When the tool is in
““automatic optimization targeting”” mode, the “Manual target consumption” line can be
hidden as it is not used. When “automatic optimization targeting” is disabled, i.e., the tool is
in manual mode, the “Target consumption line” must be hidden and the “Manual Target
consumption line” must be enabled.

M&V Tool
Select the third tab “Measurement & Verification”. Take the following steps:
1. Select the time period of the data that will be used by the M&V tool and click “Update Data”.
The selected time period must be after the energy saving measurements have been
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implemented. These data must be already present in your database. You are expected to
have uploaded them in the energy analytics tool.

2. Inspect the table that is automatically generated. The “Real – after the energy
implementation” column is divided into two columns that present the production and
consumption after the energy saving measures have been implemented. The data are directly
taken from the data previously uploaded in the “energy analytics” tab. The third one contains
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the ratio of the power that was consumed to produce one piece in any unit. The “Verification”
column is divided into three sets of three columns. The first set of three contains the
consumption calculations that are calculated based on the two M&T scenarios that are
created by the tool for the measurements of the two years respectively. The concept here is
to have an estimation about the energy consumption based on three (3) different
consumption trends: (a) the one before the application of the energy efficiency measures,
i.e., the base case time period, (b) the consumption trend as resulted by the Automatic
optimization targeting, and (c) the consumption trend as resulted by the manual targeting.
The second set of columns contains the consumption calculations of the second set of
columns expressed in percentage. The last set of columns is a simple conclusion of the
difference of saved consumption energy.
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